Sunday January 16th 2022 Sunday Service with Dorothy Young
George

Leonard Tatt

The Healing Window situated in the Chapel of the SAGB
Is the focus of the Absent/Distant Healing work of our dedicated healers and students.
Who work in our Clinics at the SAGB at weekends, Zoom Clinics 3 days a week
and daily Union of Absent/Distant Healing
At this time of year, we would like to Thank the work they so freely give to join with the
World of Spirit for the Wellbeing of others.

Reading Sunday 16th Jan 2022, ‘Ivy Northage Chan Lecture’ SAGB Oct 1996,
Read by Jackie Poole

You may not have anything to do with healing but your energy is going out all the time to people who
are on your wavelength, who can radiate on your particular magnetic note, and this of course, disadvantage
again in ignorance is that the recipient receives the light and the energy and that same light and energy
displaces the darkness of negativity, the discord that constitutes the discomfort or whatever is causing the
discomfort in the individual, and because this auric radiation reacts immediately brings things back into your
aura, as you replace your light so you take the darkness in its place.
So, you see once you have got this foundation of spiritual law you can begin to recognise so many aspects that
are admirable that with your conscious appreciation of this can be made infinitively easier. So those of you who
received a headache, or the bad mood or whatever again in this explicable situation for apparently no reason
you just know that you are probably giving out this healing energy, the fact that you are not consciously aware
of it is no deterrent, and you can quite simply acknowledge it and begin understanding your own spiritual
wavelength.
You have heard me say so often that the crown of your head that is your highest vibratory note. It has
access again to spiritual energy that you can draw with your mind through into yourself, it will burn up these
negative, and again unwelcome situations and conditions that you brought to yourself and in addition to that
will replace any energy.
All creativity is your highest spiritual note, you see, so you have got to come back to the level of
conscious appreciation and whatever it is ensues on that level but inevitably your sensitivity is part of the
expanding aura, the more you develop the more sensitive you become, that you become again more
responsible for your own protection, so that if you are going into a crowd, you would put yourself in a space
suit, you see, wrap yourself round. It does not stop any auric participation, it can’t, but it does protect your
emotional body from unnecessary intrusion that could be too harsh. You see, it is learning to deal with this that
is so important.
By this light at the top of your head, it is the same thing. You see nothing lower than your own capacity
can exist when you introduce this light, you embrace your whole auric field with its purity and it burns up
anything that is adverse and it renews the overall energy.

Getting to the SAGB
Very shortly getting to the SAGB will become a lot
easier for those of us north of the river. At present
I have to catch the Northern Line, change to the
Victoria Line to Victoria Station and then catch a
train to Battersea Park Station.
From the end of September the Northern Line
are running with four trains an hour on weekends.
This will mean, for me at least, that I can travel on
the Northern Line from my home to Battersea Park
on the same train. Thereafter it will be a short
seven minute walk to the SAGB.
Once the extension opens there will be an initial
peak of six trains per hour, increasing to 12 trains
per hour by mid 2022. During off-peak times there
will be five trains per hour, doubling to 10 by
mid 2022.
Besides helping me and others to get to the SAGB
(after all that is what counts, isn’t it) it will help regenerate the Vauxhall, Nine Elms and Battersea areas by supporting new jobs, businesses and
homes.
Martin Thompson SAGB Healer and Clinic Leader
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May your horizons
grow ever brighter

